
Basic points concerning a black hole: 

 A black hole is the highest manifestation of a massive sun going into death. 

 When a massive sun dies it goes supernova and forms a black hole. 

 For the rest of its existence that black hole will be drawing in and gathering 

millions of suns in its lifetime.  

 

Exactly how a star dies depends in part on its mass. 

Once a massive star's core surpasses a certain mass the star begins to implode. 

 Massive suns have a type II supernova which occurs at the end of a single 

star’s lifetime. Eventually, the core is so heavy that it cannot withstand its 

own gravitational force. The core collapses, which results in the giant 

explosion of a supernova.  

Another way to say this is when the massive sun dies it goes supernova. 

SUPERNOVA - The supernova appears as a brilliant point of light which is the 

explosion of a sun that has reached the end of its life, otherwise known as a 

supernova. 

o Supernovas can briefly outshine entire galaxies and radiate more 

energy than our sun will in its entire lifetime. They're also the primary 

source of heavy elements in the universe. According to NASA, 

supernovae are “the largest explosion that takes place in space.” 

When supernovas explode, they become massive black holes. 

 A black hole is an object with a gravitational field where gravity is so strong 

that not even light can escape. It is basically created by a collapsing star. 

EVENT HORIZON - the boundary/ point of demarcation around a black hole on 

and within which no matter or radiation can escape.  It is the point of no return. 

 



SINGULARITY - In the center of a black hole is a gravitational singularity, a one-

dimensional point which contains infinite mass in an infinitely small space, 

where gravity become infinite and where the laws of physics as we know 

them cease to operate. A black hole's singularity remains hidden behind its 

event horizon.   It is the place where all the gathered matter, suns, light, is 

drawn into a oneness that becomes the densest point of matter in the 

universe.  

Joh 12:24  Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground 

and die, it abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit 

Joh 12:32  And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto me.  

Joh 12:33  This he said, signifying what death he should die. 

 

A black hole is the dead Son (Christ Crucified) that through His death haschanged 

forms and become a drawing instrument that draws us into oneness IF we get close 

enough to Him (the event horizon).  Many sons who get close enough and are 

drawn into oneness with the massive dead Son are gathered into a point of 

singularity where all become one in Him.  The power of the resurrection of the dead 

Son is the power He now has to draw us into oneness.   

The drawing power of a massive black hole is strongest drawing force in the known 

universe.  It is so powerful that scientists cannot understand it and the laws of 

physic do not apply. 

The point of singularity that we are all drawn into oneness in is His Heart and core. 

This point of singularity in that massive black hole creates the densest point of 

matter in the universe, where many become one in Him.  

The prayer of the dying Son/Sun 

Joh 17:21  That they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that 

they also may be one in us: that the world may believe that thou hast sent me. 


